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"…the most important book you've never read: The War of
Art." -- Seth Godin
The Art of War meets The Artist's Way in this profoundly
inspiring, no-nonsense guide to overcoming creative blocks of
every kind. Bestselling author Steven Pressfield shows
readers how to identify, defeat, and unlock the inner barriers
to creativity.
"Amazingly cogent and smart on the psychology of creation." - Jay McInerney
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Run Away
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1406238792/run-away.html

A perfect family is shattered in RUN AWAY , the new thriller from the master of domestic
suspense, Harlan Coben. You've lost your daughter. She's addicted to drugs and to an
abusive boyfriend. And she's made it clear that she doesn't want to be found. Then, by
chance, you see her playing guitar in...
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Where the Crawdads Sing
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1326615497/where-the-crawdads-sing.html

#1 New York Times Bestseller A Reese Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book Club Pick "I
can't even express how much I love this book! I didn't want this story to end!"--Reese
Witherspoon "Painfully beautiful."-- The New York Times Book Review "Perfect for fans of
Barbara...
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Celtic Empire
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1347595433/celtic-empire.html

Clive Cussler, "The Grand Master of Adventure," sends his intrepid heroes Dirk Pitt and
Al Giordino on their wildest, boldest mission into the ancient world, unlocking
extraordinary secrets and solving hideous crimes. Another fabulous read from the most
beloved series from the #1 New York...
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The Tyrant
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1447513518/the-tyrant.html

I've fallen in love with Cato, and I'm not afraid to say it. He doesn't need to say it back. I
know how he feels. Even if he doesn't have the balls to admit it. Our daughter will be
here soon, and our lives will change forever. Will Cato let go of the past? Let go of the
promise he made to execute...
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The Hookup Handbook
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1381961489/the-hookup-handbook.html

My love wand is on a strike. As bad as that blows , pun unintended, it’s ten times worse
for me. I’m a male escort, but not just any escort, I’m the escort. The one with a mile-long
waiting list and a pristine reputation that’s very well-deserved. Only now, I’m on...
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The First Lady
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1422601830/the-first-lady.html

In James Patterson's new stand-alone thriller, one secret can bring down a government
when the President's affair to remember becomes a nightmare he wishes he could forget.
Sally Grissom is a top secret service agent in charge of the Presidential Protection team.
She knows that something is amiss...
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Wolf Pack
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1412442736/wolf-pack.html

Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett encounters bad behavior on his own turf--only to have
the FBI and the DOJ ask him to stand down--in the thrilling new novel from #1 New York
Times -bestselling author C.J. Box. The good news is that Joe Pickett has his job back,
after his last adventure in The...
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